Table A-1
- Added requirement to have new product category selections approved by QuEST Forum
- Modified the definitions of 1.2.9 Routers, 1.2.9.1 Core, 1.2.9.2 Edge, and 1.2.9.3 Access Routers to clearly identify their primary function and to clarify the differences between these products
- Modified the examples for 1.2.9.1 Core Routers and 1.2.9.2 Edge Routers to clarify what products belong to these categories
- Changed 3.2.2.1.2.1 from SONET/SDH Transport Systems to “Optical Transport Systems” and modified definition and examples list
- Removed LTE BSC from examples list for 3.3.1 Base Station Equipment and changed title to Base Station Controller Equipment
- Modified definitions of 4.2 Operations Support Systems, 4.2.1 On-Line Critical, and 4.2.2 On-line Non-Critical to clarify the systems includes element as well as network managers
- Modified examples for 4.2.1 On-line Critical (Operations Support Systems)
- Changed 6.2.1.2.1 from Simple (Wireless Telephone Sets) to “Feature Phone” and modified definition
- Changed 6.2.1.2.2 from Advanced (Wireless Telephone Sets) to “Smart Phone” and modified definition
- Created new product category 6.2.1.2.5 Tablet Computers and removed from examples for 6.2.1.2.2
- Created new product category 7.1.4 Tower Construction
- Modified definition and examples list for 7.2.1.2 Mobile Network (Engineering)
- Modified definition for 7.3.3 Network Performance Services to add internal services
- Modified examples list for 7.3.3 Network Performance Services
- Modified examples for 9.5 Internet Access

Table A-2
- Made name changes to 3.2.2.1.2.1, 6.2.1.2.1, and 6.2.1.2.2 as noted above
- Added new category 6.2.1.2.5 as noted above
- Added new category 7.1.4 as noted above
- Added SQ to the required measurements for 7.2.1.2 Mobile Network (Engineering) and 7.3.3 Network Performance Services
- Modified definition for SQ numerator and denominator for 7.4 Repair Services to improve clarity
- Modified definition for SQ numerator and denominator for 7.6.1 Procurement to improve clarity

Table A-3
- Added specific total and partial outage definitions for 3.2.5 Fiber to the User